Tooth pulp-evoked potentials in the trigeminal brainstem nuclear complex.
The surface and depth distributions of mandibular canine, tooth pulp-evoked potentials (TPEPs) in the trigeminal brainstem nuclear complex were studied in anesthetized cats. Three pairs of positive-negative waves or components were elicited from each trigeminal brainstem nucleus (main sensory, MSN; oralis, NO; interpolaris, NI; caudalis or medullary dorsal horn, NC). The location and dipole orientation of the current generator source for each pair of components in each nucleus were determined by using the topographic amplitude distribution of TPEPs in both their normal-reference and inverted polarities and the isoelectric contour line. The current sources for all components were the following: MSN--dorsomedial subnucleus; NO--dorsolateral portion; NI--dorsomedial portion; NC--medial part of superficial and intermediate laminae. These loci are consistent with the central terminal zones of mandibular tooth pulp afferents reported in previous neuroanatomical studies. Measurements of mean peak latencies suggest that tooth pulp A beta afferents contribute to the putatively presynaptic (P1-N1) and monosynaptic (P2-N2) components found in all trigeminal brainstem nuclei and that A delta afferents contribute to the later and possibly polysynaptic components (P3-N3) in the same nuclei. The pertinence of these findings to the theory that both non-nociceptive and nociceptive intradental inputs project to rostral and caudal nuclei are discussed.